This report looks at the following areas:

- Changes in the home buying and rental markets
- Make circumstance friendlier for tenants
- The current situation of property investment

This Report looks at China's current housing landscape and explores consumers' attitude towards housing needs, covering aspects such as rental, owning, and investment, specifically at what people expect from rented houses based on their demands and lifestyles, as well as properties bought for investment purposes and the factors investors take into consideration. The purpose of this Report is to reveal opportunities for further growth, both for real estate companies in a market that is cooling down and rental service companies who face severe competition.

“With government introduced guidelines to control housing speculation and develop the rental market, in 2018, a small amount of pent up rigid demand for housing has been released into house purchasing market, but there was no rise in renting.”

– Anne Yin, Associate Research Analyst
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- Technologies tackle authenticity problem in the rental market
- Show me what I am investing in
  - Figure 17: Mashrooi app, Dubai
- Furniture personalisation for rented houses

THE CONSUMER – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

- High house ownership
- 22% to 28% of monthly income spent on housing
- Living rooms for family purposes and more
- Confidence and wait-and-see attitude co-exist in the investment market
- Future value dominates the majority of potential investors’ minds
- Rental market needs transparency and authenticity
- Overall stable rigid marital housing need and less satisfied elder tenants

HOUSING SITUATION OVERVIEW

- Living with family in self-owned properties is still common
  - Figure 18: Housing situation, October 2018
  - Figure 19: Living situation, October 2018
- Young consumers more likely to rent
  - Figure 20: Housing situation, by age, October 2018
- Ownership rate in tier one cities rises slightly
  - Figure 21: Housing situation changes, tier one city, 2017 vs 2018
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  - Figure 22: Rental expenditure, October 2018
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About Mintel

Mintel is the expert in what consumers want and why. As the world’s leading market intelligence agency, our analysis of consumers, markets, product innovation and competitive landscapes provides a unique perspective on global and local economies. Since 1972, our predictive analytics and expert recommendations have enabled our clients to make better business decisions faster.

Our purpose is to help businesses and people grow. To find out how we do that, visit mintel.com.